
RESTART, REBOOT, RETHINK – A PLAN FOR CUMBRIA’S ECONOMIC RECOVERY

1. ISSUE

1.1 The development of Cumbria’s “Restart, Reboot, Rethink – A Plan for Cumbria’s Economic 
Recovery”. 

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1 That the LEP Scrutiny Board:

a) review and provide comment on the first draft of the Restart, Reboot, Rethink Plan 
(Annex A); 

b) note the feedback on the 1st draft (Annex B) and how this will be addressed in the next 
iteration of the document; 

c) agree the priorities for inclusion in the next draft;

d) note the process for the further development of the recovery plan.

3. BACKGROUND

3.1 Scrutiny Board members will be aware that the Local Resilience Forum structure was stood 
up to respond to the COVID-19 pandemic. The structure developed included the formation of a 
series of sub-groups to deal with specific themes and issues. This included the formation of the 
Business and Economic Response and Recovery Group (BERRG), to lead on the economic 
theme in terms of both response and recovery. Cumbria LEP’s Chief Executive was invited to 
Chair BERRG, once it was stood up in late March 2020. 

3.2 BERRG’s Terms of Reference included the requirement to produce Cumbria’s economic 
recovery plan, at the appropriate time. A first draft of “Restart, Reboot, Rethink – A Plan for 
Cumbria’s Economic Recovery” was presented to BERRG at its meeting on 11 August. The draft 
at Annex A is now provided to the LEP Scrutiny Board for review and comment, to inform the next 
stage development of the Plan. In doing this, Scrutiny Board members will wish to note that the 
plan will be underpinned by a series of Sector and Strategy Recovery Plans, all of which are 
scheduled for completion by the end of October 2020. 

3.3 A summary of the initial feedback provided by BERRG members is provided at Annex B, 
together with a proposal as to how these will be addressed in the next draft. Scrutiny Board 
members are invited to note the points of feedback and the proposed response to each of these. 

3.4   Importantly, BERRG feedback, whilst identifying development issues, was generally very 
supportive and recognised that the first draft provided a sound basis for development. The 
intention is therefore to develop the document based on the feedback provided, and to incorporate 
additional elements into the next iteration of the draft. A fully revised draft is being prepared for the 
next BERRG meeting on 8 September 2020. 

3.5 Securing the input of other stakeholders, going forward, remains a priority and discussions 
are therefore taking place with MPs and other stakeholders to identify their priorities for recovery. 
The feedback provided will be incorporated into further drafts of the document. 

3.6 Clearly, an important audience for the draft is Government and as such Cities and Local 
Growth Unit colleagues have arranged a cross-Whitehall discussion on 21 September 2020 to 



discuss Cumbria’s recovery plan. Any feedback provided will be used to inform the shape and 
structure of the final draft. 

Substantive Development Priorities

3.7 In addition to the feedback provided, there are a number of substantive issues that need to 
be incorporated into the final document, including: 

 Development of the six Rethink priorities;
 Inclusion of new sections on the three touchstone areas of productivity, inclusive growth 

and net zero carbon;
 A response to the Plan for Jobs and further focus on employment and skills;
 Refining the Economic Impact Assessment to capture the latest real time data. 

Finalising the Draft

3.8 The intention is that the near final version of the draft is available for the BERRG meeting 
on 22 September. However, this is predicated on the outcome of conversations with Government 
and whether these result in an alternative structure for recovery planning.   

3.9 Work on incorporating the synthesis of each of the Sector Plans will be incorporated into 
the plan once these have been completed at the end of October. 

3.10 Local Scrutiny Board members are invited to review and provide their feedback on the 
“Restart, Reboot, Rethink – A Plan for Cumbria’s Economic Recovery”. 





ANNEX A

BLANK PAGE INSERT RESTART, REBOOT, RETHINK RECOVERY PLAN



ANNEX B

BERRG FEEDBACK ON FIRST DRAFT RECOVERY PLAN 

COMMENT RESPONSE

Good to see the work of PESSG set out on p.16. Noted and thank you for the feedback

The Table on p.17-18 setting out strategic imperatives, impact and activities, and the 
one on p.19 setting out priorities are both excellent - very effective. 

Noted and thank you for the feedback

Rethink opportunities in clean energy, p.26, is there anything to add around 
decommissioning opportunities, and perhaps medical isotopes too? 

Noted, we recognise that these are useful 
development opportunities. Further work is required 
to identify underpinning opportunities within the six 
rethink priorities. 

We welcome the document and think it reads well and is a good length to pull 
readers to the key points – only question on the Annexes is whether other LEP 
sector groups will add in a similar table as it would be good to overview the wider 
picture in such a succinct way?

The Sector Recovery Plans are being completed and 
will be included in synthesis form, once completed at 
the end of October.  

p17 – Strategic Imperative 3 would be worth noting that priority activity includes 
DWP working with partners to deliver services through remote/digital support.  This 
is a new approach that Covid has forced, but should now become part of the options 
for ways of working with unemployed clients in the longer term.  Over the last couple 
of months, we have successfully delivered online mentoring workshops to around 30 
DWP clients and a sector based work academy through digital means that resulted 5 
people securing work in the care sector.  

Noted and thank you for the feedback.

p18 – similar to above, giving a bit more clarity on new ways of digital delivery 
stimulated by Covid and infrastructure reflecting home working and new office 
arrangement and hubs/touch down space.

Noted. There is opportunity to flesh this out in 
Diversify to Thrive and The Way We Live and The 
Way We Work Now.  



COMMENT RESPONSE

p23 – it would be good to reference the coastal path under local walking as a key 
tourism hook that is being developed as an option for staycations, family loops and 
challenge routes linked with the coastal towns.  Also strategic cycling corridors 
should explicitly include the coast, as both Allerdale and Copeland are working 
towards complementing the coastal path with a coastal cycling route, and we are 
working with LA partners towards the long term aim of connecting Carlisle with 
Morecambe Bay along the coast.  Hadrian’s wall route is part of that, but not the full 
route.  This should also reflect the need to add bridges as part of the infrastructure 
required to create continuous off-road multi-user cycle trails.

Noted and will be included in further iteration of the 
document. 

I think we should build in a mention of the third sector, part of the resilience we have 
displayed as a county has come from the collaborative working across statutory / 
third sector and business over the last few months.  

Agreed and will be addressed in the next iteration.

I think the voice of young people is critical to hear and understand, particularly for 
long term success and in the ‘Rethink’ phase we must involve them in this 
discussion.

Noted and we will be incorporating the views of the 
Future Forum in the further development of the plan.

I think Skills remain very critical and think they need a more central feature in the 
plan.  I also think we need a specific activity around retaining the apprenticeship 
success we have always enjoyed in the county.  I think there is a concern that 
numbers will dwindle if there isn’t a focus on this and continued support for 
employers in recruiting apprentices.

Noted. A response to A Plans for Jobs is a priority for 
incorporation into the next update of the draft.  

It would be good to focus a little on town centres and their role, and ensure there are 
links to the local authority plans for town deals and future high street funds. (I can 
see there are some mentions of this through the document with reference to the 
Brilliant Barrow work).  

Noted and will be addressed in the next iteration.

My final concern is that the impact of Brexit (especially with the current lack of a 
deal) is huge for exporters, and I really feel that more needs to be covered here on 
the potential impact.  Businesses don’t have any bandwidth to cope with Brexit on 
the back of Covid and the results of additional costs and added bureaucracy could 

The next iteration of the CLEP Brexit Impact 
Assessment Analysis will be produced in October. 
Any mitigation actions will be identified in this and 
implemented alongside the Recovery Plan. BERRG 



COMMENT RESPONSE

be extremely damaging.  I’m happy to detail these potential impacts for you in more 
detail if that would help?

will be actively involved in discussions on the 
development and outcomes from this.  

Diversity to thrive – elsewhere in the document reference is made to new 
opportunities from the realisation that we now have a society which is recognising 
the ability for office free lifestyle/ disconnecting with need for urban focus and this is 
an enormous opportunity for Cumbria.  We believe this priority could go further than 
campaigns and communications; we should plan for new infrastructure and new 
spaces to genuinely deliver something new and make the most of the opportunity.

Noted. The intention is that the six rethink themes will 
be fleshed out further and in order to do this we will 
asking BERRG members to provide further thoughts 
on the specifics.  

The new visitor experience – would strongly suggest this should include world class 
‘sustainable’ experience.  In the ‘making it happen’ section, we feel this does not yet 
fully reflect the intentions of the Visitor Economy Sub Group MacMap i.e. year round 
visitor tourism, re-positioning of area as low carbon visitor destination, improved 
cycling and walking infrastructure, capitalising on opportunity to broaden audience 
demographic by developing itineraries and products.  We feel the activity of 
diversifying the offer to meet new markets is about more than those ‘headline 
opportunities’ listed.  This should be evidence and insight led, based on identified 
needs of this society and develop the offer for these new communities (i.e. BAME), 
making a clear case for business adaptions to make the most of this opportunity

This document is primarily looking for new ideas that 
sit outside of the existing VE and LIS plan, and these 
ideas will need to be developed in conjunction with 
each sector. For Visitor Economy, ideas considered 
so far include developing new, high profile events, 
which attract and retain new audiences, providing 
aires for motorhomes and developing a Cumbria 300 
circular route. Further development proposals are 
very much welcomed. 

Future of Food – We would like to include reference to Nature Recovery through 
Farming and diversifying the income streams in this section to align with the 
Government’s 25 Year Environment Plan.  Also, have the rural sector panel had an 
opportunity to comment on this content?

We are working with the NFU and other rural sector 
leads to develop the proposal here for the next draft 
of the document. 

Natural Capital – we recommend that the term ‘exploiting’ isn’t appropriate 
terminology in Natural Capital and would suggest ‘making the most of opportunities’ 
as an alternative.

Noted – wording will be changed



COMMENT RESPONSE

Clean Energy Production – we are keen to see inclusion here of reference to solar 
and hydro and a reference to tidal.  We also feel that electric charging points should 
be included here, starting with the need to produce a strategy to position Cumbria 
for being first to be fully connected 

The current proposals are currently at a stage of 
development that will see progress in the recovery 
plans three year timeframe. In advance of the next 
iteration of the draft detailed proposals on other 
energy themes are very much welcomed. The 
emerging Cumbria Transport and Infrastructure Plan 
(CTIP) will cover the approach to electric charging 
points. 

We just wonder if there is some work that is required around intelligence gathering 
as part of reboot? Is there something about understanding the impact on the 
markets of our largest anchor employers and how that plays out for them and for us 
as a county

This could be factored into the planned large scale 
business survey, which is due to be completed in 
autumn. 

In terms of rethink we would challenge if there is an opportunity to really think about 
new economic opportunities – if cities do decline now as expected is there an 
opportunity for areas such as ours. It reads very much at this moment in time as 
many of the same ideas that we have had for a number of years – natural capital, 
food etc.

Agree. However, the genuine distinctive opportunities 
that Cumbria has available to it are the ones 
identified. The challenge is therefore to identify how 
these can best be commercialised going forward. 

The way we live section appears to have a really strong focus on housing – we think 
that there is potential here for the wider place shaping agenda to be more prominent 
– especially linked to many of the towns deal programmes and how they can impact 
on the way we live and work.

Noted, we will work this appropriately into the next 
iteration, given that there will be individual Towns 
Investment Plans for all areas with Towns Deals. 

Overall it’s a very strong draft with clear messaging about the challenges facing 
Cumbria. There is also good evidence base. There are a few typos but I guess they 
will come out in due course.

The typos will be addressed in the next draft. 

I felt that there was the need to explain the impact of social distancing on page 5, 
probably in the second paragraph. I think the fact that social distancing measures 
have to be implemented has a profound impact on nearly every business both in 
terms of cost (of putting appropriate measures in place) and the consequence of 
being less productive – thus decreasing income. I think this applies to all sectors

This will be better explained in the next draft. 



COMMENT RESPONSE

On page 10, I wonder if there could be mention of the ‘industry standard’ quoted by 
DCMS of visitors to cultural venues being down by 70% (only 30% returning, and of 
course this only applies to those who can open)?

This will be added. 

On page 13, I couldn’t see mention of the not-for-profit or charity sector. Many of 
these are SMEs and have little or no reserves. Clearly the cultural sector is one such 
but there are many others and Cumbria is strong in this area

Noted – references will be strengthened. 

I understand the ‘Strategic Imperatives’ listed on page 18 but it feels as if tourism 
and community has been overlooked in favour of hard economic data, although the 
tourism data should be a factor. My point is that there are unlikely to be many 
business start-ups or increased innovation without the right social and cultural 
foundations. We’re trying to promote Cumbria’s natural capital but looking at the hills 
alone isn’t strong enough. Businesses won’t thrive, talent won’t come and YP won’t 
stay unless there are better community resources and a stronger cultural offer – it’s 
an ecology and we’re not seeing the whole.
Page 24, same point as above – culture is imperative to deliver business and 
economic growth and we’re not saying this

The strategic imperatives are directly lifted from the 
LIS and are the economic issues where Cumbria has 
the greatest divergence from the norm. Therefore, 
these are ‘fixed’. The point on the importance of the 
wider cultural offer is an integral part of our place 
making and place shaping agenda. 

On page 23 it mentions ‘a low carbon visitor attraction’ – I’ve no idea what this is but 
surely everything that is created should be low carbon from now on?

This is the intention. An extra section is being added 
on net zero/decarbonisation. 

Should the new cultural strategy not be strongly referenced on page 25? The new 
visitor experience and the natural capital bullet points in particular seem to reference 
the strategy

The Recovery Plan is not looking to capture all other 
existing strategies and documents but instead to 
complement these. A further review will be 
undertaken to address any obvious omissions. 



COMMENT RESPONSE

On page 27, I’d like to see Carlisle, the County’s only city, be specifically referenced 
as a target for heritage tourism. This fits with discussions I’ve been having with CT 
but also fits with the City Council’s Heritage Cities membership and the opportunities 
afforded with Borderlands, Stronger Towns, Future High Streets etc. This, in my 
opinion, should be under the ‘New Visitor Experience’

Same page – with ‘Natural Capital’, should Nature Recovery not be mentioned and 
maybe the Lake District’s Heritage Horizons project?

The detail sitting beneath the themes need to be 
further developed and BERRG will be invited to offer 
thoughts on what new and additional activities should 
be included. 


